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Overview
Mathematical modeling and optimization of complex systems is an important area to 
work on. Although this domain has considerable diversity, there is only a handful of 
books, which specifically deal with this area. Books which focus on these topics include 
(Shier and Wallenius 1999; Bock et al. 2012; Melnik and Kotsireas 2012; Hömberg and 
Tröltzsch 2013; Hürlimann 2013; Kallrath 2013; Meerschaert 2013; Cojocaru et al. 2015; 
Chaudhry 2016; Hiriart-Urruty et al. 2016).

This particular text is devoted to Professor Nikolay Banichuk and was presented on his 
70th birthday. He is one of the most notable scientists in various advanced fields such 
as solid mechanics, computational mechanics, optimal structural design, optimization 
and variational theory, computational algorithms and numerical methods. In this book, 
results demonstrated at the International Conference for Mathematical Modeling and 
Optimization in Mechanics (MMOM 2014) 6–7 March 2014, Finland are presented 
together in three main portions, i.e. numerical analysis, mathematical modeling in 
mechanics and optimization.

This book is really a welcome edition not only for researchers but also for graduate 
students to help in not only understanding various new optimization algorithms but also 
their application on various complex engineering problems.
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Review
In terms of organization, the book is sectioned in the following three parts.

Part I

This part is related to numerical analysis and consists of four extended papers. The first 
chapter is related to shape optimization of highly nonlinear coupled models. These models 
are used for modeling of aortic flow, based on the Koiter’s shell model, where a reduced 
fluid structure model using Navier’s stoke equations of fluid has been introduced. Model is 
based on transpiration and is applied on hemo-dynamics problems. The comparison study 
shows that this model is in good agreement with full structure models on moving mesh 
domains. The second paper is concerned with posteriori error estimation of functional type 
for non symmetric elliptic operators. This estimate has the standard properties of devia-
tion estimate and is independent of numerical methods. The estimate is derived by using 
the method of integral identities and Cauchy-Schwartz-Bunyakovsky inequality. Third 
paper is devoted to the error estimate by using Uzawa type method for free boundary value 
problems. Fourth paper is on the key tool of topology optimization, the parametric level 
set method. To perform the shape sensitivity analysis, adjoint approach is implemented. 
Instead of standard approach, the state problem is differentiated in its discretized form.

Part II

Part II gathers seven papers connected with mathematical modeling of mechanics. First 
paper talks about harmonization of numerical, laboratory and analytical models of flows. 
Here, ideas of a solid figure’s movement and fluid flow are set side by side by consider-
ing the state of inobservability of a fluid particle. Impacts of rubbing in sliding contact 
of a sphere and a visco-elastic half space are examined in the second paper. A numer-
ical-analytical strategy is created to take care of the contact issue and to discover the 
contact stress distribution. Third paper concentrated on the strength of a tensioned piv-
otally moving plate subjected to cross-direction potential stream. Multiaxial fatigue cri-
teria are utilized in paper 4 where an investigation of an entangled technical framework 
is made. Paper 5 is concerned with dynamic attributes of pivotally moving shafts with 
the standard linear solid sort material visco-elasticity. A projection approach in view of 
the strategy for integro-differential relations and semi-discretization procedure is con-
nected to analyze natural variations of rectilinear flexible beams with non-symmetric 
cross areas are narrated in paper 6. In the last paper of this section, the writers consider 
bifurcation sort issues emerging in the theory of elastic stability.

Part III

This part consists of six papers where the main goal of this part is to let the readers know 
about the optimization methods and their applications towards complex engineering 
problems. This part can be classified into two groups. This first group consisting of first 
two papers mainly deals with the algorithms of nonconvex multiobjective optimization 
and Nash genetic algorithms for solving inverse problems whereas the second group 
consisting of remaining four papers studies the dynamical modeling, control design for 
elastic systems and contact optimization problems. Additionally, some multipurpose 
optimization problems of deformed structures are also investigated.
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Price

The book can be purchased in both e-form as well as in hardcover, thereby making it 
easily accessible for the readers. The price is very reasonable not only for the libraries 
but for the individuals as well making it an economical buy. The price of eBook is $109 
whereas in hardcover, it can be purchased in $149.

Conclusions
After reading the book, it is clear that the book covers important material, and is there-
fore an excellent compendium for researchers, tutors and graduate students. This is 
an excellent book not only for understanding new optimization algorithms but also as 
a tool for the implementation of new optimization techniques to complex engineering 
problems.
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